
Blacklisted for no reason
Posted by John Adrenaline - 2015/10/15 19:58
_____________________________________

Hello,

It seems to be a mistake, because right now I`ve been blacklisted from the Nordschleife Endurance GT3 Server while
qualifying. I was in the middle of 1st lap and did not collided with anyone, nor did anything else to get banned! Maybe you
thought it was someone else?

I am a fair player who can properly race, I`ve got more than 1500h in Assetto Corsa and also participate in several other
leagues, please correct this.

Thank you very much.

Edit: I was drinving the Audi R8.

============================================================================

Aw: Blacklisted for no reason
Posted by tonykart - 2015/10/15 20:28
_____________________________________

hi,
your ping is too high 250-400ms shake and lag 

edit: not blacklisted - kicked for session !

John Adrenaline schrieb:
Hello,

It seems to be a mistake, because right now I`ve been blacklisted from the Nordschleife Endurance GT3 Server while
qualifying. I was in the middle of 1st lap and did not collided with anyone, nor did anything else to get banned! Maybe you
thought it was someone else?

I am a fair player who can properly race, I`ve got more than 1500h in Assetto Corsa and also participate in several other
leagues, please correct this.

Thank you very much.

Edit: I was drinving the Audi R8.

============================================================================

Re:Aw: Blacklisted for no reason
Posted by animaled - 2015/10/16 11:41
_____________________________________

High ping by itself is not a problem as long as it is stabile. 

I can say that because I often race with Aussie friends having about 350 ping. 

My own experience said that upper safe value is about 370 as long as it stays there - no up, no down. 

Much bigger problem is ping jumping up and down so it is reasonable to check, from time to time, your lower left corner
of screen which shows quality of connection and ping. 

We all want to have fun racing there, but spoiling someone else's fun with lag, not good. Not at all.

============================================================================

Aw: Re:Aw: Blacklisted for no reason
Posted by Nils - 2015/10/16 12:13
_____________________________________

Yes, JohnÂ´s ping is about 240, but very stable and thereÂ´s no problem driving near him
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